Mitocans: mitochondrial targeted anti-cancer drugs as improved therapies and related patent documents.
Mitochondria are proving to be worthy targets for activating specific killing of cancer cells in tumors and a diverse range of mitochondrial targeted drugs are currently in clinical trial to determine their effectiveness as anti-cancer therapies. The mechanism of action of mitochondrial targeted anti-cancer drugs relies on their ability to disrupt the energy producing systems of cancer cell mitochondria, leading to increased reactive oxygen species and activation of the mitochondrial dependent cell death signaling pathways inside cancer cells. We propose that this emerging class of drugs be called "mitocans", a term that reflects their mitochondrial targeting and anti-cancer roles. They are discussed in this review in the context of their mode of action whereby they target the functional differences and altered properties of the mitochondria inside cancerous but not normal cells. Hence, mitocans include drugs affecting the following mitochondrial associated activities: hexokinase inhibitors; electron transport/respiratory chain blockers; activators of the mitochondrial membrane permeability transition pore targeting constituent protein subunits, either the voltage dependent anion-selective channel (VDAC) or adenine nucleotide transporter (ANT); inhibitors of Bcl-2 anti-apoptotic family proteins and Bax/Bid pro-apoptotic mimetics. In particular, a recent surge has occurred in the number of patent documents describing small molecule inhibitors and BH3 mimetic blockers of Bcl-2/Bcl-x(L) function as obvious and important targets for promoting mitochondrial induced cancer cell death and for enhancing the actions of other chemotherapeutic agents. One of the other highly significant results to emerge from clinical applications of mitochondrial targeted drugs as cancer therapies to date is that they have shown limited side-effects on the normal "healthy" cell populations in vivo. It is still too early to judge the clinical impact that mitocans will make in treating cancer. Further clinical studies will be required before these novel drugs become established as single modality anti-cancer therapies or are used in conjunction with existing chemotherapies. However, it is clear from the present studies that mitocans offer great potential as effective and exciting new developments in cancer therapy, providing direct activation of cancer cell death by mitochondrial mediated apoptosis and that this complements the other pathways by which existing treatments kill cancer cells. Undoubtedly, mitocans will become an integral part of modern weaponry in the fight to eliminate cancer.